
Mr. Lil One, Dedication
Yea I want to dedicated this one to my mother
Miss you rested in peace forever in my heart

Dedication going on, to my mom one only
Mother when you held me, I fell kind of lonely
How can I began, when I never though gonna end
It was me and you alone, to the end we spent
Most of the time, rewired of my mind trying to figure up
What is the drama all about, how can I explain
All this pain that I fell, when you left me
All alone, crazy though on my dome
No one was the first, no one was the last
But you were in the hurt, when I learned about the past
I know how betrayed you, and I know how they lied
But for me they have to pay you, cause you were here alive
Driving me insane, no match any name
I catch you in the bou, I know all are the same
The greats of pretender, the ended of Septembers
Forgive I will not I want to know remember

(Chorus)
How can I forget, those I know that I wont forgive
How you can expected me to live, when I know I wont give
And this fist to these ones, who betrayed you
I'm the one that feel the pain. When we let you

I got my lil sister, and I got another brother
We looking one each other, cause be thinking about the others
Cut on the pity, cause couldn't make the wait
Cause ho break the rule, now we serve for the state

What a thing to lose, why you sitting on the blues
Put yourself shoes, how we defeating heard about the news
I quest I never know, but I sent my love, a picture in his hand
Throwing up the white gloves, and I know and my bro
And the soul, was right with us, cause I felt in my gots
Never run my life, in the back by your own
How I felt all alone, then I felt shot us to the left
The they came around, when they heard about the death 
But no one that evil turn son, I'm Mr Lil One
and don't stop until I done

(Chorus)

I pros to my mother 
And I see you when I gone
You told me alone , that someday be the bomb
So rap, when I step, let me give all
The respect to world to my mother
my sister an my tree brothers
and my lil baby girl, you my world forever be the dad
that I never had, but I quest I never need it
cause I was lil kid I already defeating, 
I was born an they left me all alone
Could t even find the motherf**kin cora for the phone
But no excuse sea at be ashamed
Cause only but the name, couldn't it be the same
So I remained in the gasto, kind of mean
Many hoochie that I hold, to keep my blood ace cold
I explode to the next, episodio motherf**ker to this drama
This is for my mama
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